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READY-MADE
COMPLETE ALPHABETIC TABLES AND ARABIC NUMERALS, 

YOU ORDER, WE DELIVER, NO PRODUCTION LEAD TIME

EASY
THE SIMPLEST DESIGN, 

MAGNETIC CONNECTION, 1 MINUTE SIGNAGE

THE COMBINER
CREATIVE DIY, RANDOM GROUPING, PASSIONATE EXPRESSION

READY-MADE · EASY ·THE COMBINER



THE KEY OF OUR BRAND:

REDEFINE SIGNAGE

READY-MADE · EASY · QUALITY 

READY-MADE · EASY · FREE-MATCH

READY-MADE · EASY ·THE COMBINER

MIX & MATCH LED SIGNS  A TO Z 

CREATE YOUR OWN SIGN

FIND YOUR FLAIR
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BRAND STORY





COMPANY CULTURE



愿景



HEADQUARTERS

SHENZHEN

Our headquarters is located in Shenzhen, China. Since its establishment in 2004, we have been focusing on quality signage and display props. We 

have teams of design, research, manufacturing, sales and service etc.



Quality tooling

Data collecting 

platform

Robotic manufacturing 

system

Original designReliability test

ISO 9001 

certified control system



PRODUCTION BASE

Hunan, China

We set up a 20,000 square meters production workshops in Hunan. After investing over 10 million US dollars on robotic production workshops, 

our new factory in Hunan finally began to operate, and the estimated annual turnover will be around 80 million US dollars on general display 

props and quality signage.
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218T-1000T  Automatic injection machine

CNCSMT workshop

SMD workshop

Assembly line Aging testing



Over 3500 Chinese characters, Latin alphabets, numeric,

special German, French, Spanish letters, Cyrillic alphabets, etc.

Available sizes from H50mm to H680mm

Over 2,000 sets plastic injection molds

Over 20,000 SKU

Original design
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PATENTS AND CERTIFICATION







EXHIBITIONS



We have held over 50 international exhibitions during 2019 and 2020 in the field of signage, lighting, retail fixture and building material etc. and 

signed a lot of strategic partners since the beginning. Our exhibition booth has always been the focal point, attracting visitors like end users, 

business users, sign makers, trading companies, lighting manufacturers, etc. Now we are selling abcmix to more than 100 countries, for example, 

USA, Canada, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK, France, Denmark, Slovak, Russia, UEA, South Africa, Kenya, Australia, Japan, Korea, Thailand, etc.

Have held over 50 
international exhibitions

Signed over 100 
distributor partners

+

+



2019-4  Germany2019-4 HONGKONG

2019-6 South Africa

2019-8  Germany 2019-9  Spain

2019-7 Poland



2019-10  GUANGZHOU

2019-12  South Korea

2020-9  XIAMEN

2020-9  SHENZHEN

2020-9  SHANGHAI

2019-9 India
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Magnetic series

Counter/wall application

Product introduction:

Track series

Suspension application

Wall letter series

IP65 wall application

P3 letter display series

Freestanding

Double-sided signboard display series

IP65 Horizontal/suspension application

More is coming...

LED Advertising Board

Suspension application



Magnetic series

Counter/wall/window application



磁吸字系列
桌面/墙装应用

This is our most popular products. You don’t need any tools to do the installation, very 

easy and convenient. It can apply to any occasions—both business and personal; you 

can even take out for outdoor events. It’s a mind blowing invention in the LED signage 

industry: no need to go through lengthy customization to brighten up the business 

shops. It’s a product of random combination, and the contents are changeable at will.

Magnetic series



AVAILABLE SIZES
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Magnetic series



Material of magnetic signs including PC diffusion panel, aluminum PCBA, 

LED, plastic ABS housing, and intensified magnets etc. Different 

products and different batches have the same brightness, same color 

temperature, same specification and same quality.

Poly carbon diffusion panel

Sign form lighting system

Plastic ABS housing

Intensified magnet

Gold plating spring conductor pins

50
mm

20mm

25mm

100mm

Magnetic series



How to use

At the end of each base, installed with 2 pieces intensified magnets As the picture shows, when you combine 2 signs, the magnets will 

automatically attach the combination
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As the picture shows, at the end of each base, installed with 2 pieces intensified magnets

Magnetic series



The automatic magnetic attraction makes the installation become easy and convenient.

N S

Magnetic series



Indoor power supply

Mobile phone charger / 5V 2A DC driver / DC12V (3-5A)
L35mm multi ports 

input touch dimmer

Magnetic series



L35mm multi ports 

input touch dimmerIn car driver / 5V 2A Big capacity batteries 
/ USB 5V 2A

 Power bank / 5V 2A

Portable power supply

/ DC12V(3-5A)

Magnetic series



Available size is 55mm and 105mm. You can use the curved spacer to bend your sign 

words at a 90° angle. If you use 4 pieces curved 

spacers, you can face your signs to all four 

directions.

Standard spacers Curved spacer

IDD IYY YYIIDDDI O

Accessories

This power bank connector equipped with 2 pieces 

built-in 18650 batteries.

L125mm Magnetic Cell Module

D IY

Length is 35mm. It also equipped with built-in switch and dimmer: long touch for dim down or intensify up, short touch for on/off switch. 

Moreover, it has built-in input ports for Type C, Lightning and DC driver.

Long touch

L35mm multi ports input touch dimmer

D IY

Magnetic series



Mobile phone charger DC driver

External power bank

Magnetic 

Counter Display

Power supply modes

Instruction of the Magnetic Cell Module

Manual：

Data sheet of the Magnetic Cell Module

Manual

Example of application:

Battery: 18650
Type: Li-ion
Capacity: 3400mAh X 2pcs
input 5V    2A
Output 9V
Discharging Capacity: 15WH

Charging time: 4 hours
Take H120mm “A” for example
Discharging time:
3 letters-----7 hours
4 letters-----6 hours
5 letters-----5 hours
6 letters-----4 hours
7 letters-----3.5 hours
8 letters-----3 hours

Magnetic Cell Module

Capacity indicator

Charging / driving port Switch

If no batteries available, you can use 

mobile phone charger as power supply 

by the built-in type-C port.

Switch key

≤66.5 mm

TYP-C
5V    2A

100% 75%

TYP-C

5V    2A

50% 25%

100% 75% 50% 25%

Maximum Minimum

1 DC driver DC12V(3A-5A) 28000 6200

2
Mobile phone charger 

Type-C 5V 2A
11000 5500

3
Mobile phone charger 

Lightning 5V 2A
11000 5500

4
L95mm Magnetic 

Cell Module
Not applicable

Test equipment: SENTRY(ST520),  Products tested: H100mm"BCDEF" lighted up simultaneously, 

color temperature: 6000-6500K. Above for reference only.

Data sheet of the dimmer

Dimmer mode

10000-12000

Dimming range（LX）
Power supply modeSN

Touch CVT 

dimmer

Magnetic Cell Module

39

Because of air delivery restrictions, the product is not equipped with batteries. End 
users can buy 18650 3.7V batteries from local market.
To avoid damage to the products due to unstable current, please do not use 
batteries of different levels, brands and output voltage.
Above charging time is for reference only. There will be differences because of 
environment conditions and battery brand.
Please use batteries as suggested, and make sure the battery length is no longer 
than 66.5mm

Magnetic series



Shelves for wall

The shelves come with 3M stickers, but you can also use screws to reinforce the fixing.

This is a convenient accessory, with fall proof design. Please use DC driver with “7” shape connector.

墙面安装的托盘
Shelves for wall

500mm

Magnetic series



Shelves for glass windows

The shelves come with 3M stickers, also with fall proof design. It’s for glass window / 

door purpose, easy installation, both classic and elegant.

Shelves for glass windows

500mm

Magnetic series



Pillar shelf W525mm

Manual

Pillar shelf W415mm

H120 4 Items

H120 5 Items

A  Screw driver

B  Screw (to lock)

C  Lock

D  Standard pillars

A

C

B

A

C
D

D D

B

Pillars shelves

This transparent shelf was designed for 

standard pillars with easy locking system.

This transparent shelf was designed for 

standard pillars with easy locking system.

525mm

11
2m

m
415mm

11
2m

m

Dimmer key DC driver input

（DC12V 3-5A）

Slide your magnetic signs in (for 
example your booth number)

Magnetic series



Warehouse

Supermarket

Exhibition 

stand

Magnetic series



Magnetic Top Track Installtion LED Sign

Magnetic series



Customize a UV printing

CLOTHING

If you want a logo or a special visual on your signs (especially for 220mm circle and square), you can contact our local partner to customize. 

Magnetic series



your logo

Magnetic series

Magnetic Counter Display Round / Square

your logo

Size:135 、220mm



your logo

your logo

Send us your design or a file UV printing Done

Customer
ABCMIX

workshop

Printing file

      This is an example we did for a wine brand. With UV printed visuals makes your office or shops looks special and attractive.

Magnetic series



3D LED display

38mm

50
m
m

20mm

200mm

Elements：

1.DC driver

2.Magnetic connector

3.3D LED display and magnetic signs 

We integrated the popular product “Holographic LED screen” into 

our magnetic signs. If you want your signs to be 3D video, this product 

will be a nice choice. It can random combine with our current magnetic 

signs, which will make your office or shops special and attractive.

You can upload your videos and pictures to the 

display by mobile phone app.

WIFI

Magnetic series



Application examples

1.360˚ display for shoes
2.LOGO display in a BMW auto store

3.Advertisement of a coffee brand

4.Advertisement of a beer brand

5.Advertisement of a watch brand

Magnetic series



PROTUCT TITLE

51

Magnetic series



D IY

Signs of random combination

Letters combine with a Christmas tree figure.

&

Our LED signs are not just limited to letters. You can also group a lot of 

symbols and special items into them to make the occasions more 

enjoyable. For example, you can add a Christmas tree figure into a group 

of promotion signs, to make the scene more pleasing to customers and 

increase their desire to buy.

Magnetic series



D IYcustomize customize

D IY D IY

D IY
Letters combine with personalized printing patterns.

Letters combine with a red heart figure.

Letters combine with a logo printed take away coffee cup (3D 360˚).

Letters combine with a logo printed coffee cup.

& &

&&

Magnetic series



Our magnetic signs can apply to various scenes and any business occasions. With our easiest installation design and minimal customization, you can have a promotion sign in no time.

Magnetic series



Our largest magnetic LED sign is H680mm. 

You can apply them to some spacious scenes. When the light is put on, it’s very mind blowing.

You can apply this series to exhibition booth, wedding ceremony, reception and show window etc.

Magnetic series



In exhibition, showrooms or shops, you can use our magnetic signs to 

spell the product model number, which can save a lot of trouble when 

your products are upgraded: just replace the new model number, no 

need to replace the whole signs.

Magnetic series

Our magnetic signs are also good for rental. For example, a cake 

shop can have a few sets of our products and rent “HAPPY 

BIRTHDAY” or other words to customers



You can use our products on children’s spelling classes. Imagine all the letters 

can be random combined and replaced, it will make the class become more appealing, 

and thus the spelling will become less challenging to kids.

You can put our signs in the window shield of your car. 

It can share the same power supply of the cigarette lighter. 

You can also put our magnetic signs in the resting area of 

hotel lobbies, so the waiting becomes not boring anymore. 

Imagine your clients group a sign, taking photos with your 

hotel logo in the background, putting their photos on social 

media...

Magnetic series



Our products only take limited space. You can put them onto glass windows, counter, wall and top of furniture etc. You can also group different size letters together.

Magnetic series



During some events for example The World Cup, you can use our products for direction, 

which will make the visitors appreciate the hospitality and considerateness of the city more.

Magnetic series



In whatever occasions, our products can serve as both advertising and eye catcher.

Magnetic series



Our products can also serve as gifts. You can contact our sales for a special package, 

which will make your intension seems more considerate and artistic.

Magnetic series



Track Series

Suspension Installation



This series is a track installation LED signage. It also with easiest 

installation design, with an option of suspending from ceiling, thus 

basically takes no extra spaces.

Track Series



You can suspend our track signs from the ceiling, which will take no 

space from your shop wall, counter or floor. You can also put them 

onto your reception desk or windowsill.

Suspension installation

Track Series



100mm

25mm

Like magnetic signs, materials of the track signs also including poly 

carbon diffusion panel, aluminum PCBA, plastic ABS housing, and 

positioning magnets etc. Different products and different batches also 

have the same brightness, same color temperature, same specification 

and same quality.

Poly carbon diffusion panel

Sign form aluminum based 

lighting system

Plastic ABS housing

Positioning magnet

Gold plated conducting spring pin

Track Series



L 600 mm

Recommended track size
H100 ‘A’

6 4 3

9 6 4

12 8 6

H150 ‘A’ H200 ‘A’

L 900 mm

L 1200 mm

600*20*40 mm

900*20*40 mm

1200*20*40 mm

40 mm

DC12V 3A 36W

Recommended driver：

Scheme of the track profile

2
0

 m
m

Recommended track and sign sizes

Recommended sign sizes 2
0
0
m
m1
5
0
m
m

1
0
0
m
m

Recommended sign size and 

maximum allowed quantities

Track Series



Each aluminum track equipped with a metal strip inside the track so to attract the 

magnets to the signs, this design will make the signs won’t move in the track or fall out 

in windy environment.

ABCMIABCMI XX
Put the power cable in place

Positioning magnets

N
N

S

N
S

Manual

You can move the power cable to any 

position of the track.

1.Drill screw holes from the ceiling 2.Install suspension cable

3.Hook up the track to the suspension 
cable and put the power cable in 
place.

4.Connect to the driver. 5.Done.

Track Series



Convenient design

Just slide the signs into the track, it will be lighted up automatically. Aim the signs at the track, and then push it into place.

Track Series



This is the connection system between the track and the suspension cable. 

You can change the length of the suspension cable easily.

The maximum effective length of 

the suspension cable is 1.5m.

1
.5

m

By pushing this button, you can change the 

length of the suspension cable.

Track Series



You can apply this series to many business occasions. Install the signs to the 

balcony, show window or counter ceiling will make your shop unique and 

attractive.

Track Series



Imagine that you have a new item to promote, or discount offers, you can put your promotion words 

suspending from the ceiling of your show window, it will give the customer an urge to come in. It can also 

serve as direction signs in exhibition fair, airport, and bus station etc. to make these kinds of places 

friendly to everyone.

Track Series



Track Series



Track Series



Top Track Round Lightbox

Track Series



P3 letter display

Freestanding



This series is our new product, and like our other products, also unique in the world. 

It consist of P3 letter displays, you can upload videos and audio suit for the scene 

style by a mobile app. Like our magnetic signs, you don’t need any tools to 

complete the assembly. It usually applies to spacious event, like exhibition entrance, 

wedding ceremony and airport etc. It integrates audio, video and lights to achieve a 

mind blowing signage.

75

P3 letter display



 

Free standingMagnetic connection All direction trolley

 

68cm

180cm

The total height is 680mm, very easy to move around and group together. 

The products usually serve as freestanding, equipped with trolleys. Like 

our magnetic signs, at the ends of each base equipped with intensified 

magnets, which makes the installation quite easy and convenient.

P3 letter display



   

Plastic ABS

P3 display

500mm

180mm

Input DC24V 

(with built-in wireless signal module)

20
0m
m

We use magnet system, wireless signal system, high efficiency conducting system to our P3 

letter displays. It’s new and unique in the market. It integrates audio, video and lights to 

achieve a mind blowing signage.

P3 letter display



Main features

Composition

X

5
m

1
0
m

Magnetic covers

Power supply

Letter displays

3
.5

m
m
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WIFI

All direction trolley system Magnetic connection, easy 

installation design.

Complete items for choice, random 

combination.

DC24V

Input DC24V, no concerns on safety.

This is a series of products of considerateness, applies 

to many occasions, and with built-in audio and video 

system controlled by wireless signals. Like our other 

magnetic signs, come with easy installation design, you 

don’t need any tools to complete the assembly.

P3 letter display



N
S

Push the letter displays against each other, the displays will connect automatically.

At each ends of the bases, installed with 6pcs intensified magnets. The bases will attract each other and connect together automatically when place them against each 

other. This kind design makes your installation and disassembly extremely efficient.

NS

S

N

S

N

P3 letter display



For different scenarios, you can choose different sign group and videos & audios which suit for the occasions, and the signs can be easily moved around and changed. Our P3 displays can make events like exhibition, new 

products release and wedding ceremony etc. become more energetic and dynamic.

P3 letter display



If you want to make your party more energetic and dynamic, you can apply our P3 letter displays to your birthday, anniversary and wedding ceremony parties. Imagine all the nice videos and music playing vividly in these 

occasions, your party will become special and memorable.

P3 letter display



This is a real application example on the 10 years anniversary ceremony of SSIA in Shenzhen in 2020

In big events for example new product release, you can use our letter displays at these occasions. The press will make your events more influential.

P3 letter display



You can also use our letter displays on forums and conferences, with vivid videos and music, the events will become special.

You can integrate your brand images into the letter displays to convey your company culture to visitors.

P3 letter display



Products data sheet

1.Available items

2.Data sheet of the letter displays (IP20)

A 24520 570 380

480 380

570 380

520 380

480 380

430 380

520 380

520 380

665 380

480 380

480

480

520

665

570

520

520

520

480

430

570

520

220

430

520

430

570

480

3.18 76.3

166

166

166

166

152

136

182

166

70

136

166

136

182

152

4.7 54.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

50.5*21*72.5

45.5*21*72.5

59.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

24.5*21*72.5

45.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

45.5*21*72.5

59.5*21*72.5

50.5*21*72.5

5.1

4.5

5

4.8

4

5.1

5

2.7

3.6

4.9

3.7

6.1

5.1

182

152

182

166

152

136

166

166

212

152

152

152

212

182

24 3.36 80.6 24 2.62 62.9

24 2.93 70.3 24 1.45 34.8

24 3.56 85.4 24 2.23 53.5

24 3.55 85.2 24 2.2 52.8

24 2.99 71.8 24 2.31 55.4

24 2.06 49.4 24 2.43 58.3

24 3 72 24 2.2 52.8

24 2.57 61.7 24 1.72 41.3

24 4.77 114.5 24 2.75 66

24 2.93 70.3 24 2.21 53

24 2.19 52.6

220

220

24

220 24

24 2.91 69.8

24

24

3.3

1.13

79.2

27.1

24 5.71 137

24 5.71 137

24 3.93 94.3

24 2.6 62.4

24 3.34 80.2

24 3.24 77.8

24 2.43 58.3

24 3.18 76.3

24 3.18 76.3

24 1.39 33.4

24 1.9 45.6

24 3.3 79.2

24 1.95 46.8

24 4.34 104.2

24 3.65 87.6

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

&

!

Spacer

Controller 

unit●

Input 

voltage

（V）

Base 
width
(mm)

Input 
current
（A）

Power 
consumption

(W)

Pixel
(px)

NW
(kg)

5.1

4.6

5.2

5.2

4.5

3.8

4.6

4.5

6.3

4.6

4.1

4.7

6

5.8

4

2.9

3.8

3.7

3.9

3.8

3.8

3.5

4.1

3.8

5

2.9

1.5

6

Package size
(cm)

Input 

voltage

（V）

Base 
width
(mm)

Input 
current
（A）

Power 
consumption

(W)

Pixel
(px)

NW
(kg)

Package size
(cm)

Input 

voltage

（V）

Base 
width
(mm)

Input 
current
（A）

Power 
consumption

(W)

Pixel
(px)

NW
(kg)

Package size
(cm)

45.5*21*72.5

50.5*21*72.5

59.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

50.5*21*72.5

45.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

68.5*21*72.5

50.5*21*72.5

50.5*21*72.5

50.5*21*72.5

68.5*21*72.5

59.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

32.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

40.5*21*72.5

54.5*21*72.5

24.5*21*72.5

24.5*21*72.5

24.5*21*72.5

122

96

122

122

122

122

122

122

122

122

166

70

Refer to the right

P3 letter display



3.How to calculate the power consumption

Input:100-120V       The actual 600W         Output:24V    25A

600W
Input:200-240V       The actual 600W         Output:24V    25A

Input:100-120V       The actual 816W          Output:24V    34A

Data sheet of the controller unit

Maximum allowed pixels 

are 1,920px

Maximum allowed letter 

displays are 7pcs

Maximum allowed letter 

displays are 11 pcs

Maximum allowed letter 

displays are 13 pcs

1000W
Input:200-240V       The actual 1000W        Output:24V    42A

Maximum allowed pixels 

are 3,840px

76.3

166

520 520 520 570 220 480 220 220380 380380 380

166166 70182 152

62.953.5 62.9 673.7 W

2435 px

4790 mm

=

=

=Total power consumption： 53.570.394.3 62.4 33.4104.2

Total pixels：
Total length：

122 122 122 122

*Make sure the total power consumption (W) and total pixels (PX) of the grouped letter 

displays won’t overload the power supply.

From above table we can get that the total power consumption of letter display “ABCMIX2020” 

is 973.7W, total pixel is 2,435px, so this group need a 1,000W controller unit.

For rental market, 1,000W controller unit is always recommended.

If you plan to upload a video to the letter displays, it’s recommended 

that the resolution is bigger than 160px, the file format is MP4, and file 

size is less than 500MB.

For example:

+ + + + + + + + +

+

+ + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + +

P3 letter display



Double Sided LED Sign Board Display

IP65 Horizontal



This product is made by P3.0 HQ and HB display. It’s with IP65 outdoor design, and like our other products, original and unique in the market too. It’s really a 

mind-blowing eye catcher should you got one for your shop.

Double-sided sign 

board display



Double Sided LED Sign Board Display

 Horizontal installation

PC P3.0

460mm

105mm

145mm

Bracket

This product consisted of 2 pieces of P3.0 displays, the 

video will play on a double face mode so shoppers can 

enjoy from both side of the street. Each display is 

protected by poly carbon covers.

ABS

Power cable

Double-sided sign 

board display



Double Sided LED Sign Board Display

 Horizontal installation

Horizontal Maximum white balance 

brightness > 5000cd/m

Edgeless, full screen display IP65 outdoor design Double curved face design

Double-sided sign 

board display

2

150mm



Imagine in a busy street, the sign board will make your shop and your advertisement an eye catcher.

Double-sided sign 

board display



Usually, the traditional shops only have front sign boards, so they have no 

good way to attract shoppers from both side of the street away from their 

shops, especially when they only have a blister sign board. If they use our 

double-sided storefront signboard display, it will attract shoppers half 

kilometers away, and make the shop become a star in the street.

Double-sided sign 

board display



Double-sided sign 

board display



Double-sided sign 

board display



Cloud processor

Group control system

Under development

You can control a group of the displays by your PC. Imagine thousands of 

KFC stores changed their advertisement on the display overnight...

Double-sided sign 

board display



For example, a watch shop installed a sign board display, and 

then shoppers from both sides can watch your advertisement 

simultaneously.

Double sides display

Double-sided sign 

board display



LED advertising board

Suspension installation



This a very cool LED sign board with convenient installation design. You can 

install onto the ceiling of your reception desk, or your shop show window 

etc. It won’t take any of your precious shop wall or ground space. More than 

a hundred LED patterns and 500 colors in the frame you can choose from. 

Its colorful patterns and dancing lights will make your shop unique and 

outstanding from others.

LED 

Advertising 

BoardLED advertising board



D IYD IY
D IYD IY

The frame is with a built-in 7 color LED strip, total more than 120 patterns 

you can choose from: gradually change, dancing, blinking, chasing, etc. 

With the cool and colorful frame combined with our track LED letters, this 

will make your promotion very eye catching. It’s also a nice decoration to 

your show window.

Choose a LED 

pattern you like

Download the app to your cellphone

Choose a LED pattern you like

LED 

Advertising 

BoardLED advertising board



Suspension cable

DC12V power cable

LED & poly carbon diffusion

Aluminum tracks

Plastic ABS

4
3
5
m
m

700mm

LED 

Advertising 

Board

Maximum 1.5m with easy height 

changing system

LED advertising board



This product can combine with our H75mm back track LED 

signs both capital and lowercase to spell two lines of 

promotion words.

≤8pcs H75mm capital letters 
are recommended

≤12pcs H75mm lower case 
letters are recommended

Suspension cable x 2    

Screws x 2 Standard frame

700 mm

4
3

5
 m

m

Letter tracks x 2Output 12V 5A adaptor

Accessories and recommended signs
LED 

Advertising 

BoardLED advertising board



You can just take out the tracks and change the letters, then simply click the tracks back from the back of the frame. After connect to the DC driver, 

both frame and letters will light up automatically. Through the mobile app, you can choose your favorite LED patterns by blue tooth.

3.Connect to the DC driver to put on 
   the lights.

1. Slide the letters into place.

Installation

LED 

Advertising 

Board

2. Click the tracks into place from the back of 
    the frame.

4. Download the mobile app, choose your favorite 

    LED patterns by blue tooth

LED advertising board



LED 

Advertising 

BoardLED advertising board



This product is with easy installation design, and all the letters can be easily replaced. You can use this 

product in supermarket, or shop show window to make a promotion, and it can also serve as a nice 

decoration.

LED 

Advertising 

BoardLED advertising board



Wall signs

IP65/wall installation



Different from traditional sign makers, our wall signs use plastic ABS housing and sign 

shaped LED lighting system to achieve standard, uniform and stable quality products. 

Like our other signs, our wall signs also have a lot of available sizes, and they are also 

ready-made, no need to customizing. You order, we deliver, no production lead time.

Wall signs



 

Standardized products, high quality LED signs, they will help your shop 

maintain beautiful lighting and also good brand image.

wall

s
ig

n

Wall signs



   

100mm

25mm

Power cable

D
C

1
2
V

RED

BLACK

The wall signs consist of polycarbonate diffusion panel, sign shaped aluminum 

PCB and LED system, and plastic ABS etc. Different products and different 

batches have the same brightness, same color temperature, same specifica-

tion and same quality.

Polycarbonate diffusion panel

Sign shape aluminum PCB 

and lighting system

Plastic ABS housing

Wall signs



Products features
This series including accessories are also original design, and passed our reliability and aging test.

IP65 OUTDOOR DESIGN

Injected plastic housing

ANTI-BUGS DESIGN 
/ NO LEAKING LIGHT

Outdoor design, IP65 waterproof grade.

Lights are evenly distributed, and aluminum PCB 

makes sure more efficient heat radiation.

Polycarbonate diffusion panel is stronger than 

acrylic, and has better performance in high 

temperature and UV.

The plastic housing is made by automatic 

injection machine.

S shape dripping holes design makes sure 

no bugs can get in but water still can 

dripping out.

Sign shaped aluminum 

PCB and LED system

Polycarbonate diffusion 

panel

BROKE

PCAL ABS

Traditional 
sign makers

Traditional 
sign makers

Traditional 
sign makers

Wall signs



The PC spacers make sure there is no stagnant water on the housings, this will 

prevent the housing grow moss over time, and the spacers also can strengthen the 3D 

effect of the signs.

 Laminated lighting system

Features of the back

The special silicon glue layer can protect the LED and resistors.

Screws of different signs always keep at the same level.

The screws in the back are designed to be always at the same level.

Each lighting system is laminated by a layer of special silicon glue to make sure it is waterproof, 

anti-oxidation and extended life cycle.

PC transparent 
spacers

Wall signs



Accessories and installation

Manual 

1.Use the adhesive to stick the templates to the place where you 

intend to install the signs, and drill holes according to the templates.

2.Install the screws and spacers at 

the back of the signs, then put the 

cables and screws through the 

holes, and use the nuts to fix the 

signs in place.

3.Connect the cables to a driver 

and light up the signs. 

Accessories:

Signs

1

1

Mounting template2

Spacers3

Nut4

Screw rod5

Adhesive 6

2

3

4

5

6

The input of the signs is 

DC12V, never use input 

voltage higher than that, or 

it will burn the LED chip, or 

even electrocute the 

worker.

Wall signs



Recommended sizes

2
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Recommended sizes of wall series are H100mm, H150mm, H200mm and H500mm.

Circuit diagram design (a net of series and parallel connection)
One LED broken won’t fail the other LEDs.

5
0
0
m
m

80mm

30mm

25mm

25mm

LED1

LED4

LED7

LED2

LED5

LED8

LED3

R1

R2

R3

LED6

LED9

DC12V

130

Wall signs



This is a real application case. You can use it to light up your shop sign board. By using our individual wall signs, you can spell any words you like.

Russia

131

Wall signs



These are other application cases. You can use them on different occasions as direction or instruction signs. For example, above the shelves of supermarkets, on your shop sign boards, etc.

132

Wall signs



Wall signs
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Wall signs



Top track open sign



A4 Recharcheable light box



Lucky cat counter display



60s voice recording,smart radar sensor(3-5m),adjustable volume(3 levels )



· Standardized production

· 20,000 square meters warehouse

· Distributors and resellers all over

100+ countries

      ——ABCMIX OF THE WORLD, 

             ABCMIX OF YOURS



LED advertising board

Suspension

Magnetic series

Counter / wall 

Track series

Suspension

P3 letter displays

Free standing

Double sided 

shop sign board

IP65 horizontal 

/ suspension

Wall series IP65

IP65 outdoor 

IP20 IP20 IP65 IP20 IP20 IP65

1

2

3

H100 Arial

4

5

H150 Arial

★

★

★

★

★

★

★

★★
★

★

★
★6

7

H200 Arial

H500 Arial

H680 Arial

H95 3D Arial

H125 Gulim

SN
Sign height

(mm)
Font

Recommended items (2021 version)

Best seller Highly recommended

For certificates or conformity of regulations, please also contact local distributors.

  Custom only

Pictures, features, material, and data listed in this catalogue are for reference only. Please contact local distributors for more information.
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READY-MADE · EASY ·THE COMBINER



Headquarter : Bldg 5, Jia Zi Tang Community, Feng Huang Street, Guang Ming District, Shenzhen, PRC.

Manufacturing base : Ke Chuang Industrial park, Economy Development District, Qi Yang County, Hunan Province, PRC.

(86)755-29885819

www.abcmix.com

info@abcmix.com

(86)400-000-3268

ABCMIX CO.,LTD.

Contact us


